TABLE 10.6 Criteria for Evaluating Archaeological Explanations
Is the hypothesis testable?

If not, consider it no further

Is the hypothesis compatible with
our general understanding of the
archaeological record?

If not, be cautious

Can the hypothesis be used to explain
more phenomena than competing
explanations?

In general, the more phenomena a
hypothesis can explain, the better

Occam’s razor

The simplest explanation is usually the best

Have all competing explanations been
considered equally?

Do not accept one hypothesis by merely
rejecting the others
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In general, hypotheses that are compatible with our general understanding of the
archaeological record are more likely to be accepted than those that are not compatible. Despite recent claims that the first migrants to the Americas may have come via
the North Atlantic Ocean or the South Pacific, the hypothesis that they came from
northeast Asia via the area around the Bering Strait remains the most plausible explanation for most archaeologists. The Bering Strait route is most compatible with our
understanding of world prehistory, which places people in northeast Asia before the
Americas, and provides evidence of similarities in culture.
Hypotheses that can explain several phenomena are usually considered to be better
than others. This is often referred to as the explanatory power of the hypothesis. A
hypothesis that explains the collapse of all or many civilizations, for example, is usually
considered better than one that explains the collapse of a single civilization.
Occam’s razor, also known as Occam’s rule, is based on the notion that the simplest
explanation is usually the best, and the simplest explanation is the one requiring the
fewest assumptions. It is named after William of Occam, the thirteenth-century philosopher who developed it.
It is good practice to consider all explanations equally. A common mistake is to
begin with a series of possible explanations and then systematically eliminate them one
by one until there is only one remaining, and then declare that hypothesis the best.
Almost all explanations invoking gods or aliens use this approach, ruling out all
sorts of explanations that can be empirically tested and then concluding the phenomena must be attributable to a god, extraterrestrials, or some other supernatural phenomena.
Figure 10.3 illustrates the image of a hummingbird in the Nazca desert of Peru. It
is one of the dozens of animal figures that, along with hundreds of miles of straight
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